Her repudiation of a scheme by which a professional body proposes to "advertise its members" will be appreciated by all who wish to uphold the dignity of nurses. Miss Wood has the cordial concurrence of matrons as well as of employers of tiained nurses in her assertion that "neither the Executive of the association nor its ' list' can guarantee the personal character and efficiency of a nurse; these qualities can be known only to those who have trained her and by whom she is personally known."
PROVIDENT AND IMPROVIDENT.
Before the foundation of the Pension Fund, people used to say that nurses were improvident chiefly because they had no incentive to save. We may certainly endorse this opinion now, for a.large number of nurses bear witness to its truth by the eagerness with which they flock to join the Royal National Pension Fund. Yet there will always be some improvident nurses of course, seeing that women are not all shaped in one mould mentally any more than physically. But the provident nurses are essentially liberal ones too. If any idea is put forward which seems to deserve support, such as temporary assistance for a disabled nurse (unhappily not a policy holder), the annual endowment of a nurses' bed, or a national holiday, we are certain to receive notes Bigned "Policy number?" and each one encloses some small subscription to the object under" discussion at the moment. The Royal wedding does not call for any subscriptions from nurses, as those who know best have decided.
The nurses will, of course, pay their own expenses for any organised fete,, and these will be fixed at the lowest possible rate. But they are not desired to give to a wedding gift or to any object whatever save their own personal expenses.
Neither provident nor improvident nursesought to be taxed on an occasion which is solely one' of national rejoicing.
SICK-ROOM COOKERY. Much instruction and some amusement were derived from the meetings of the Congress by those who had the wit to Bee and the experience to benefit. The discussions that followed the papers were throughout well sustained. They were remarkable from the precision and directness of the utterances of the majority, at any rate, of the speakers. The most curious, and on the whole probably the most interesting group represented?though a small one?wa3 that of the advanced advocates of woman's rights, which considered any woman who accepted assistance, or counsel, or aid of any kind from anyone, ought to be unreservedly condemned as a hindrance and impediment to the progress of her sex. The words, "patronage," "charity,"
or "pecuniary aid" in any foim to the ladies of this section, were anathema. They were, of course, the backbone and foundation of the meeting, and they won for themselves and for the cause of nursing a higher place than has ever been obtained heretofore, either in public opinion or in the counsels of the world.
We accord them our heartfelt and earnest thanks, and are glad to know that amongBt them were representatives from England, and give their brains and skill to the poorest of the poor. The better educated a woman is, the wider her own mental grasp, the better she will economise labour, and by wise organisation get the best results, two points most important in every detail of institution work, and the more her own development is many-sided, the better field she has for interesting and inspiring with some brightness the lives around her. This is surely an end worth working for. In order to bring the mere elements of humanity and a minimum of necessary hygenic principle to bear on the child, aged, and sick paupers of the country, the difficulties to be overcome are still, though much has been done, enormous. Good and wise women are needed for the work, but goodness and wisdom will not avail without courage also. A strong, quiet confidence in the ultimate triumph of the object they have at heart will alone carry them through the opposition and delays with which every attempt at reform will be met. It would be well if every nurse before entering a workhouse infirmary would face the position and have no illusions on the subject, and then, having put her hand to the plough, never look backbui forward to the blessed harvest which she, indeed, may never live to see, but to which she will surely come. motes anb ?uertes. 
